08 May 2020
Letter of Reference
Dear Sir or Madam,
It is my pleasure to provide to you a recommendation letter on behalf of Mr. Daniele Trevisani
for a faculty position at your university. I have known Daniele for a long time, since 1991 when
he was a distinguished Fulbright Scholar in the College of Journalism at the University of
Florida (Gainesville, FL, USA). At that time, when I first met Daniele, I was a young assistant
professor of marketing at the University of Florida. With my background in semiotics and
advertising, I subsequently served on Daniele’s Master's Thesis Committee (his topic was
message channels and source credibility). I should also mention that Daniele also holds a degree
from Bologna University in DAMS Communication, where he graduated with distinction (“Cum
Laude”).
Since his education at the University of Florida, Daniele and I have remained close friends, to
such an extent that my wife and I have visited Daniele and his wife at their home in Ferrara,
Italy, and we have recently arranged for our teenage sons to explore new cultural experiences
between America and Italy (their son came to stay with us, and our son stayed with them).
Needless to say, I know Daniele and his family very well, and I am delighted to provide this
reference letter.
Daniele is a rare individual in his motivation, interests, talents, and successes. His main topics of
education and professional activities are intercultural communication, intercultural leadership,
personal development, psychology, and marketing. He is rare, on the one hand, because he has
published original theory and creative scholarship through his numerous books, with subjects
ranging from marketing and communication, organizational competiveness, and intercultural
negotiation, to human potential and the role of emotions in communication. These works have
been fostered by Daniele’s cross-disciplinary knowledge of the humanities, the social sciences,
and business operations/economics, as well as his expertise in both qualitative and quantitative
data analytical techniques. This is a genuinely unusual combination of intellectual and research
skills. On the other hand, in addition to his theory and research contributions, Daniele has
engaged in over 25 years of effective educational and consultancy endeavors as he built his
applied professional path. He has shared his many dimensions of theoretical and applied
knowledge in a wide range of training sessions (e.g., for NATO, the United Nations, Siemens,
Ricoh). He has also directly consulted with some of the largest and most reputable corporations

in the world, including Deutsche Bank, Ferrari, Barilla foods, Shell Oil, and many others.
Moreover, Daniele has utilized his university degrees, books, and professional accomplishments
to serve as a lecturer in the Business Masters and University Masters programs, for example, in
the Department of Communication at the University of San Marino, which was founded by
Umberto Eco.
In his spare time, Daniele has also served as a volleyball coach of an international team, and,
perhaps most notably, as a coach and teacher of Martial Arts, which demands exceptional mental
and physical discipline.
In sum, Daniele Trevisani has a truly unique blend of broad, integrative, and deep knowledge in
communication, business, and leadership. In English we would call him a “polymath,” which
means he is “a person of great learning in several fields of study.” I can also add, from knowing
Daniele for so long, that he is a hard-working, supportive, and gracious person. In short, Daniele
is a remarkably gifted and experienced individual in his fields of expertise. Therefore, I strongly
urge you to give him your most serious consideration for your open faculty position. I am
confident you will find him to be an inspiring teacher, a respected researcher, and a likeable
colleague all around.
If you have any further questions I can answer about Mr. Daniele Trevisani, please feel free to
contact me.
With best wishes,

David Glen Mick
R. H. Carter Professor in Marketing
McIntire School of Commerce
University of Virginia
Email: dmick@virginia.edu
Website: www.dgmick.weebly.com

Short Biography of David Glen Mick
David Glen Mick is the Robert Hill Carter Professor in Marketing at the University of Virginia’s
McIntire School of Commerce. He is the author of over 70 articles, conference papers, and
chapters on marketing and consumer behavior, and the editor of four related books. His work
has won several prestigious awards, including Best Article at the Journal of Consumer Research
(published by Oxford University) and the Maynard Award for best theory contribution at the
Journal of Marketing. David has also been invited to conduct seminars at universities
worldwide, including Oxford, Erasmus (Netherlands), Trinity (Ireland), the Stockholm School of
Economics, Harvard, Columbia, Duke, and Stanford, among others. He is a Fellow in the
Society for Consumer Psychology, former Associate Editor and Head Editor of the Journal of
Consumer Research (1997-2003), and past President of the Association for Consumer Research
(2005). In this latter role, David spearheaded a movement called Transformative Consumer
Research, which encourages and facilitates scholarly inquiry to improve quality of life for all
beings influenced by worldwide consumption activities and trends. He is co-editor of the recent
book (2012), Transformative Consumer Research for Personal and Collective Well-Being
(Taylor & Francis/Routledge).
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Ref.: Recommendation Letter
Dear Sir/Madam
I'm very pleased to recommend Dr. Trevisani as a Coach/Teacher.
As a visiting lecturer, his training about Intercultural Team Communication has
added valuable knowledge to my entire engineering team at Intel.
Daniele impressed me with his great planning, teaching and communication skills.
Given his background in global culture, I'm confident that he would make an
excellent addition to your University.
He’s a talented presenter who always adapts to his audience, which alongside with
his verbal skills and depth of thought, helps to make the best use of his valuable
groundwork. Daniele’s passionate about connecting with people across cultures
shone through his words.
Daniele marries his communication skills with an outstanding use of a broad variety
of presentation material resulting in best-in-class focus, showcasing his high-value
pedagogical methods.
On a personal side, I am also awestruck by Daniele’s energy, enthusiasm and
charism which highlights the worth of his profile as an educator.
For Intel Deutschland GmbH,
Alexandre AUDIER
HW Engineer
IOTG / ASD / ENG / HW
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To whom it may concern
I have personally known Mr. Daniele Trevisani and found that his research
interest in communication encompass a variety of fields, in a holistic
perspective. His research interest are based on a solid scientific attempt to
build frameworks for several fields of innovation, and range from
Conversation Analysis to issues of Human Potential and Human Factor, up to
Scientific Communication and fields you will see in his list of publications
available in several public domain websites.
I personally discussed with him on some common interests, such as Team
Communications, Leadership, Intercultural Communication, Holistic
approaches to Human Potential. His 10+ books on Psychology of Marketing
Communications, Human Potential, Leadership, and several other fields,
have been accomplished with one of the leading Italian Publisher (Franco
Angeli) that holds a reputation as a top rated professional publisher in the
Italian market, and the volume and quality of his writing clearly show a
strong research ability in his areas.
I think that his professional Curriculum Vitae and lecturing experiences in
several Business Schools and with very critical clients such as NATO and
UN can be of interest for any institution seeking a Senior Lecturer and a
motivated researcher with practical field experience.
Best regards
Marco Quarta
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COSTA CROCIERE S.p.A.

MV COSTA FORTUNA, The Captain,

To whom it may concern,
This is to state that I have personally followed specific coaching processes conducted by Dr. Daniele
Trevisani acting as consultant of Costa Cruise (Carnival Corporation Group). The coaching processes
were conducted both as Vice-Captain (K2) and as Captain in a very special moment, in the process of
acquiring my fully fledged Captain role (K1) on board of Costa Deliziosa Transatlantic Cruise Ship, on
the route Savona Madeira Funchal.
The training and coaching sessions dealt with Intercultural Crew Management, Intercultural
Leadership, Effective Communication in managing crisis as well as routine events, with also the use
of special Mental Training Techniques aimed at the management of increased perception skills and
increased awareness and empowerment in managing environmental challenges, organizational
challenges, and team communications. This is just to mention a few of the topics.
I think that Dr. Daniele Trevisani showed deep knowledge of the theoretical background he was
assigned to deal (being himself also a well known writer on the topics we addressed), but also, and
especially, the ability to understand and adapt to a special work setting, adapting himself to a very
intercultural, fast-paced and challenging environment such as that of International Cruise Ships,
building respectful relations with all the key players, gaining the appreciation of the Major Command
of the Ship, and becoming very soon “one of the team”, being considered a honest and deeply
human resource for any who had the pleasure to work with him.
To give an example of Dr. Daniele Trevisani’s adaptability, I can briefly highlight that in both trips we
were invited by him to go to the gym in late evening, after a long day of work, together with other
Senior Staff members and whoever wished to join us from different nationalities, and train on several
Martial Arts together, building this way an extra sense of Team Building that I consider a very
important factor for a good Crew Management set of skills. Available for any information, I remain
Yours sincerely,

The Master of MV COSTA FORTUNA
Capt. Giambattista Mancini

(Translation)

Very kind dr. Trevisani, on behalf of the NATO Rapid Reaction Army Corps (Italian led), I would like to
express my heartfelt thanks for your valuable collaboration in the day of April 21, on the occasion of the
"Team Leadership and Operational Communication" seminar.
Your intervention, confirming your extraordinary competence, provided excellent ideas for thought,
involving all the staff present and ensuring a concrete and effective participation during the entire course
of the webinar.
With heartfelt gratitude, therefore, I thank you for the precious collaboration provided in this rare moment
of study of the topics covered.
I take this opportunity to send you my most sincere greetings
Army Corps General Luigi Miglietta

Translation

The Army Chief of Staff
Rome, September 23rd 2019

I personally met Dr. Daniele Trevisani on the occasion of my participation in the "Negotiation Course" directed by
him at the 28th "Operational Communications" Regiment concerning the Key Leader Engagement methodologies,
conversation analysis and interpersonal communication techniques.

I was particularly able to appreciate his dedication and commitment in realizing an effective training activity,
centered on the realization of Role-Playing and the experiential approach, noting his consolidated professionalism
in providing indications and feedback on the specific activities carried out.
I believe that this is certainly an educational activity of the highest cultural and professional level conducted with
uncommon passion and high professionalism, to demonstrate not only one's theoretical knowledge but also the
ability to know how to apply them.

In summary, Dr. Daniele Trevisani represents a precious resource and an excellent professional on whom to refer
certainly to conduct research and training in activities of high technical and cultural depth.

On the occasion, I offer my warmest regards.

General Salvatore Farina
[Italian Army Chief of Staff, former Commander of the Operation NATO Joint Enterprise in Kosovo (COMKFOR)]

